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Dallas “Momtrepreneur” Fights Motion Sickness with Fashion
“Blisslets” provide stylish, drug-free relief from seasickness, airsickness, and other nausea
A DFW mother of four is bringing fashion to an industry not generally known for style--the
nausea relief business. Coping with nausea is a struggle that travelers, pregnant moms, and
chemo patients alike all face, and many turn to acupressure wristbands for drug-free, clinically
proven relief. “Blisslets” owner Katie Aparicio shares that she herself relied heavily on nausea
bands to help her through rough spells of morning sickness--but they had a major drawback.
Aparicio relates how a moment of embarrassment led to a
revelation: “I was working as an International Affairs Specialist
at the Department of Justice. I was expecting my first baby,
but wasn’t ready to share the news with my coworkers yet,
when a male colleague outed me. He spotted the sweat-band
style acupressure bands I was wearing peeking out from my
suit jacket. He called out, loudly enough for everyone to hear,
‘Hey! I didn’t know you were pregnant!’ That was the moment I
first thought: why can’t they make these bands to look like regular jewelry?”
After teaming up with an industrial designer and consulting with medical professionals, Aparicio
finally launched Blisslets, her line of acupressure jewelry for nausea, on October 20, 2018.
Turns out Aparicio wasn’t the only one who had been longing for beautiful, discrete nausea
bands, as the response to the web launch showed. “I have chronic vertigo and wear ‘Sea
Bands’ every single day,” wrote one customer. “I also like fashion and to have great
accessories. For years I have been buying big cuff bracelets to fit over my bands and hide them.
With these, I don't have to do that! I love that I have another way to be fashionable while
keeping my vertigo in check. I look forward to more styles and designs. These are fantastic.”
From classic gold and silver designs, to nautical-colored elastics that dry quickly after a dip in
the pool, to skin-colored elastics that hide under artisan-crafted leather covers, Blisslets offer
styles for all settings. Not only are they trendy, however. “From my market research, I realized
that comfort was a top concern for users,” Aparicio relates. “Blisslets were designed to be a
product people would want to wear, one that worked, was comfortable, and that looked good.”
Now that’s a relief--in more ways than one.
To learn more about Blisslets, visit www.myblisslets.com. Pairings start at $22 and are
available in both men’s and women’s sizes.
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